Designer and Integrator of
Solutions in All Energy Crafts

www.mk-energies.fr

MK Energies:
An exemplary and
exceptional course!

Our Implantations...

Who are we?
Our Vocation?
MK Energies' ambition is to intervene
serving its customers to integrate their
industrial processes, equipping and
optimizing their energy and communication
infrastructure in all technological fields.
MK Energies' trades and expertise are
known and recognized: Energy electricity,
information technology and communication,
automation, process industry 4.0.
MK Energies can thus design, from highvalue-added solutions that meet their
challenges, performance, reliability and
safety.

Our Trades,
Our Expertise...
MKE at a Glance!

140
Employees

7

Business
Units

25M€
Turnover
Electrical Engineering, HTA/HTB,
HT/BT, Production,
Transformation, Distribution,
Command-Control,
Instrumentation, Automation,
Supervision, Computer Science
and Communication Networks
Industrial, Robotics, CyberSafety, Industry 4.0,
Maintenance, Training.

... Our Trades, Our Expertise

I. HTB / HTA
Distribution

Installation, Tests &
Commissioning

Advice &
Engineering
• Master plans and general direction;
• Improved facility availability;
• Technical and technological advice: cells,
protective relay... ;
• Preventive and curative audit of facilities :
o General audit of the facilities;
o Dysfunction analysis (untimely triggers...);
o Trigger analysis.

Studies &
Conception
• Material definitions: cells, relays
protection, transformer;
• Modelling under CANECO HT, CANECO
TCC and ETAP;
• Studies of short-circuit currents;
• Selectivity studies;
• Stability studies.

• Material definitions: cells, relays
protection, transformer;
• Modelling under CANECO HT, CANECO
TCC and ETAP;
• Studies of short-circuit currents;
• Selectivity studies;
• Stability studies.

... Our Trades, Our Expertise

II. Production - Transformation
Electrical distribution

Slice cabinets
& HTB – HTA Posts

Regulation &
Coupling
• Synchronization and coupling cabinets;
• Coupling to the public network,
decoupling protection and DEIE;
• Coupled and islet regulations of sources
(turbo-alternator...);
• Distribution and load regulation;
• Excitement cabinet and machine
regulation.

Distributions
High Availability

• Loop reconfiguration, multiple source
management and automatic protection
plan modification;
• Exploitation of the IEC61850 protocol;
• Qualification of the test protection plan
real power and reduced currents.

• RTE arrival protection and high-powered
transformers;
• Systematic proposal for improvements
(differential protection...)
• Configuration of voltmetric scales;
• Overall design command-control slices
HTB/HTA.

... Our Trades, Our Expertise

III. Command-Control
Regulation - Instrumentation

Electrical Studies
Generalists

TGBT MCC Definition
& Recommendation
• Help with choice according to the IEC61439
standard;
• Evolution of the installation's land-link
including scheme (TN, IT,);
• Engine start technology, speed variation
and start-up;
• In-training counting and uplift technology
(IoT...).

Instrumentation
& Acquisition
- Regulation loops:
Fluid circulation plans: Network configuration.
- Chains of measurement:
Electrical wiring of analog sensors: Sensors,
Transmitters, Converters.
- Sensors:
Flow measurement (effective pressure holes,
electromagnets, ultrasound, vortex effect,
Coriolis effect);
Pressure measurement;
Transmitter;
Temperature measurement;
Level measurement.

• Modelling facilities;
• Cable calculation, CANE-CO BT and
CANECO TCC selectivity studies;
• Defining and choosing equipment;
• Design under See Electrical and Autocad;
• General architecture of the distribution and
terminal cabinets.

... Our Trades, Our Expertise

IV. Automation &
Process
Revamping Process
With no Cut
• Replacing automatons without factory stops;
• Planning preparation of tipping/neck-pure;
• Comprehensive surveys of the existing one;
• Control of the entire command-control;
• Tipping and folding procedures and protocols.

Conception &
Studies
• Choice of adapted architectures (redondance automaton, network topology and
availability level);
• Advice on the selection of the system of
automatism and supervision;
• Establishing Functional Analysis;
• Writing testing procedures for FAT and SAT;
• Development to customer standards.

Process

Developments
Multi-Systems
SIEMENS

S5,S7, WINCC, TIA
PORTAL, PCS7

ROCKWELL
AUTOMATION

ControlLogix, RS
VIEW

SCHNEIDER
ELECTRIC

PL7 PRO, Unity

ABB

800 XA, Freelance

WONDERWARE
France

Intouch, System
platform

WAGO
•Global control design (wired and automaton);
•Definition of chains and relays of security;
•Design of acquisition and measurement
chains.

PILZ
PRO-FACE
By Schneider Electric

PCVUE
SOLUTIONS

PCVUE

...Nos Métiers, Nos Expertises

V. 4.0.
Industry
Robotics
Definition and accompaniment:

Industrial
Connected Objects
• Lorawan network coverage audit;
• Defining and deploying networks
• Lorawan;
• Implementation of architecture (network,
serveur, antennas);
• Defining and integrating objects (energy
counting, temperature, all-or-nothing
information);
• Deploying Lorawan wireless networks;
• Dashboarding data visualization and
analysis:
• Aveva Insight ;
o Aveva Insight ;
o Intouch Edge HMI.

Systems
& Networks
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Network, system and security audit
File design and recommendations;
Integration of industrial networks;
Setting up firewall/VPN;
Authentication and unified security;
PCA, PRA;
Audit of wifi coverage and installation;
Oversight systems/networks;
Virtualization and backup solutions.

• Robotic pre-project study;
• Translate robots by:
o Charge utile ;
o Accessibility;
o Cadence;
o Integrability;
o Dexterity;
o Process.
Modelling and programming:
• Modeling robotic cells;
• Off-Line programming;
• Stream/process simulation;
• Installation and commissioning;
• Command-control cabinets;
• Implementation on existing production lines:
o Palettization;
o Pick - Place;
o Handling;
o Robot for machine tool.

... Some Outstanding Projects

Calcia, Beaucaire cement plant (30)
Following a fire that broke out on October 4, 2018 on its PNUR (Non
Recyclable Used Tires) workshops - Saw, the Beaucaire cement plant
(Gard) called on MK Energies to urgently undertake the repair of the
facilities electrical and command-control.
As of October 7, the MK Energies teams were working to carry out
these repairs and repairs. In the space of
For three weeks, the sawdust workshop restarted, allowing the
cement plant to switch to alternative fuel, which is much more
economical than gas.
The rest of the equipment was to follow three weeks later.

Owens-Illinois, Reims Glassworks (51)
MK Energies has been entrusted with the
revamping of command-control of the composition
of the OI Reims glassware. Our references in the
world of glass and and our expertise in automation
systems have allowed us to win this beautiful
project.
Beautiful project by its complexity, knowing that the
main challenge was to switch all automatisms and
protections motor forces without causing the
slightest shutdown of the installations, i.e. a
simultaneous intervention with a workshop always
available to supply the remaining oven.
An important mission of preparation studies was
necessary to identify the existing installations, both
in terms of automation and wiring, typology,
protocol, networks, electrical diagrams, cable
tracking, all with the aim of finding The most
suitable solution for optimal workshop migration.
Moreover, this workshop, which used to work with several automatons, is now controlled by a state-of-thehigh-generation Siemens system for the composition part. It took time for migration to lure the old
systems until there was no more recognition on their part. In addition, the electric room will have been
completely renovated with all the MCC and API cabinets made in our manufacturing workshops.

... Some Outstanding Projects

Saint Louis Sucre, Eppeville (80) Sugar Factory
On September 19, 2018, in the middle of the sugar campaign, a fire ravaged the electrical hall of the
treatment and evaporation workshops of the Eppeville sugar factory located in the Somme, which
disappeared:
+ 40 electric distribution and command-control chassis;
+ 70 engine departures, including 25 starters/dimmers;
+ 5 automatons;
+ And of course all the links and electrical cables.
The group Saint Louis Sucre faced such a situation, makes the choice to call us.
From September 20th, MK Energies' fight set-up and in the space of five weeks of non-stop work, the
research and work teams of MK Energies will have given everything to allow their client to restart his
sugar campaign.

Cristal Union, Sainte-Emilie Sugar Factory (80)
With the aim of ensuring, for today and tomorrow,
efficient and reliable production and supply of
electrical energy, MK Energies offers its industrial
customers a rich range of digital solutions and
technologies, which ranges from innovative storage
solutions, through intelligent network management.
Connected smart sensors now available to the
industry make it easier to harmonize the production
and consumption of electric energy among our
industrial customers. In addition, the network
management system evaluates all data (electricity
consumption, steam, gas) and thus participates in
the convergence of forms of energy within a smart
Today, the Sainte-Emilie sugar factory has a power
grid.
plant and an electrical distribution that will allow it to
It is with this new technological approach that MK objectively pursue its industrial development already
Energies has studied, designed and built the new planned within the Cristal Union group.
power plant and the new electrical distribution of
the Sainte-Emilie sugar factory located in the
Somme (Cristal Union Group) with a commercial
offer also innovative, since it also included for the
first time the supply of a 17 MW turbo generator.

... Some Outstanding Projects

Cosumar, Sunabel Sugar Factory
(Machraâ Bel Ksiri Betterave, Morocco)

Sucrivoire, Ivory Coast

The SUCRIVOIRE group has entrusted MK Energies with the renovation of the
control and automation of its power plant in Zuenoula (Ivory Coast). This
beautiful contract includes the integration of a new 9,375 KVA turbo generator.
The power plant of the sugar factory will be configured in the end with 3 turbo
generators for a total power of 20 975 KVA.
This contract includes engineering with all studies and programming, work with
the completion of all equipment and the site, as well as all general and special
tests, including injection.

For the past few years, MBK Betterave's SUNABEL candy has been buying
on the distribution network the additional electricity needed for its
proper operation. The Cosumar Group has therefore decided to invest in
a new 3 MW turbo generator for the campaign in order to make its selfsufficient sugar factory in electricity production.
And it is in the context of this project that the Cosumar group chose MK
Energies for the construction of this new facility. As a result, our teams
have carried out all the electrical engineering and automation studies
necessary to design the protection and steering equipment for the new
turbo generator, as well as revamping existing installations in order to to
integrate changes in speed control, coupling with the 3rd turbo
generator. In addition, in order to integrate this new machine, the entire
existing electrical room had to be moved.
The overall work was carried out in full consultation with the sugar
factory teams. A beautiful performance in perfect complicity between
the Cosumar group and MK Energies.

... Some Outstanding Projects

La Meusienne, Ancerville (52)
The Meusienne manufactures welded stainless steel tubes with special
characteristics that differentiate it in this market. To increase production, the
company has invested in a new L26 laser line.
Our engineers and technicians have developed the studies, the manufacture of
the TIG-6 and Saw automation cabinets, and then the installation and
commissioning of this strategic line for this client.
Through this project, this new client was able to measure the expertise,
responsiveness and involvement of our teams.

Ferro, Saint-Dizier (52)
As part of the modernization of its Saint-Dizier site, the Ferro France group has entrusted MK
Energies with its revamping of the smoke treatment plant.
From the offer to the reception, the MK Energies teams have accompanied Ferro's technical
services in the automation of the new smoke treatment system. This installation is part of Ferro's
environmental policy.
Participating in the functional analysis, in collaboration with the teams of AirJet, manufacturer of
The Scrubbers, and of course the Ferro teams, MK Energies was able to bring its expertise in the
design of this facility.

... Some Outstanding Projects

Bonduelle, Estrées-Mons (80)

Société Industrielle des Fontes (SIF), Saint-Quentin (02)
Based in Saint-Quentin, the Fontes Industrial Society (SIF) manufactures different
and special alloy parts that can weigh up to 80 kgs.
The company wants to modernize its production tool and wants to improve the
working conditions of its staff. It is in this approach that SIF has selected MK Energies to
automate its cast iron transfer operations until the merger at more than 1400oC. This
handling was until then carried out by operators and by the strength of the arms!
It is with this problem
that the MK Energies
teams have designed
and integrated a set
of equipment to
ensure the transfer
and lifting of the fully
automated dumpster.

For its vegetable and frozen cannery in
Estrées-Mons located in the Somme
department, the Bonduelle group has
restored its confidence to MK Energies
for the realization of the automation
revamping on their production line
"Green Bean".
This
contract
involved
the
replacement of a programmable
automaton that had become obsolete
with a Schneider Modicon M340
automaton.
This revamping was carried out on no
less than 700 entries and exits,
processed in the space of three weeks
(during April 2018) including:
+ The readings of the existing wiring;
+ The writing of functional analysis
with Bonduelle teams;
+ The definition of the equipment in
line with the automaton park at the
Estrées-Mons site;
+ Automated programming;
+ The wiring of the new configuration
on site;
+
And
finally,
testing
and
commissioning.

Avant

Après

... Some Outstanding Projects

Champagne Castelnau, Reims (51)

Dalkia (Mc Caïn), Matougues (51)

In 2018 MK Energies was entrusted by Dalkia (EDF Group) with the
construction of a new Cogeneration at McCain's site in Matougues (51). The
project involved the creation of a Power Plant with 10MW of production sold
to EDF and steam/heat being used directly at McCain's industrial site.
Our service consisted of network modeling, associated HT/BT distribution
studies, as well as the stability study of the rotating machine.
Our expertise on this type of installation (particularly on the stability study) has
allowed us to stand out from the competition.
No doubt this first contract will have allowed us to establish relationships of
trust and partner with Dalkia, which is a major player in energy production.

For the first time, Champagne Castelnau has enlisted the help of MK Energies for its expertise in robotics.
This contract consisted of reprogramming the palletization robot, which regularly slowed production
through untimely failures due to the instability of the program.
MK Energies has therefore completely reconsidered the process by studying and designing a new program
while re-modeling the robot with its trajectories, its speeds, in order to optimize the cadences and thus
make the whole more reliable.
This first success at Champagne Castelnau will no doubt open up new perspectives in this very closed
world of Champagne and also inscribed MK Energies on this trade specific to robotics.

... Some Outstanding Projects

Cosumar Suta - Morocco
MK Energies is proud to have secured the new power plant of the SUTA sugar factory in Ouled Ayad, Morocco
(COSUMAR group), in an innovative solution that involves distributing the energy of this unit in 22,000 Volts, a first for
this great Moroccan sugar group!
Indeed, until today, all the factories operated with production and distribution in 5,500 Volts. This distribution will be
part of a larger project that will integrate a new power plant comprising a new 18MW turbo generator powered by 2
new Indian-made coal boilers comprising 60 pressure bars and a flow rate of 80 tons/hour of steam. In addition, this
new distribution will offer our customer the possibility of being completely independent of the national distribution
network, since The SUTA sugar mill will be able to produce 100% of its own electricity needs.
It should be noted that the 22KV solution will allow, in comparison to a 5.5KV solution, considerable economic gains
both in terms of implementation, as well as at the operational level, not to mention the much more optimized
maintenance costs (lower intensities in a ratio of 4 and therefore significant reduction in thermal losses per joule
effect, as well as the installation of medium voltage cells with better performance at the ICC, will subsequently
facilitate the operation and maintenance of this new facility). It is with this innovative design that MK Energies has
been awarded this great contract against its local competitors!
This significant project integrates all the batches including the engineering, supply and manufacture of the 9
transformers 22KV/410V, the 2 transformers of 12.5MVA in assembly block at the exit of the turbo generator, the 20
HT cells, the automation equipment and coupling regulation and of course all the work, testing and commissioning
planned for the end of the year. To carry out this business, MK Energies will be relayed in the realization of the work
by its Moroccan subsidiary MK Energies Maroc, a first mesh that clearly announces the commercial ambition for the
future! We would like to thank the COSUMAR Group very warmly for the confidence it has placed in us to participate
in this major investment.

They trust us!
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